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ABSTRACT
This paper explores how acoustically transparent auditory headsets
can improve TV viewing by intermixing headset and TV audio,
facilitating personal, private auditory enhancements and augmentations of TV content whilst minimizing occlusion of the sounds of
reality. We evaluate the impact of synchronously mirroring select audio channels from the 5.1 mix (dialogue, environmental sounds, and
the full mix), and selectively augmenting TV viewing with additional
speech (e.g. Audio Description, Directors Commentary, and Alternate Language). For TV content, auditory headsets enable better
spatialization and more immersive, enjoyable viewing; the intermixing of TV and headset audio creates unique listening experiences;
and private augmentations offer new ways to (re)watch content
with others. Finally, we reflect on how these headsets might facilitate more immersive augmented TV viewing experiences within
reach of consumers.
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INTRODUCTION

Mixed Reality (MR) headsets, be they Augmented or Virtual Reality,
have been discussed at length with respect to their capability to
facilitate new, visually-dominated media experiences, from shared
mixed-reality 360°video [29], to hyper-personalized and immersive
TV [16], to physically immersive media [52]. There is however
a comparatively new form of Mixed Reality headset that has the
potential to enhance or augment the TV viewing experience nondisruptively, working within the shared and social environment
TV is often consumed within. Acoustically transparent Auditory
Headsets [31] are effectively the auditory equivalent of a visuallyoriented Augmented/Mixed Reality headset, in that they allow the
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(passive or active) intermixing of both virtual and real-world audio.
As a consequence, these headsets allow for listening to occur in
ways that are more social and inclusive of the surrounding realworld soundscape e.g. listening to music whilst retaining an awareness of the conversation or activities of others in the same space.
Notably compared to more traditional visually-oriented MR headsets, acoustically transparent auditory headsets are comparatively
affordable, come in form factors that are (arguably) fashionable,
and are intended to be wearable all day long [31], such as the Bose
Frames (see Figure 1), a pair of glasses with directional speakers
integrated into the frames, such that the ear canal is not occluded
and virtual audio intermixes with real-world audio. If such headsets
see significant adoption, we might expect to again see something
of a (more modest) revolution in terms of ubiquitous computing,
providing users with a personal, private soundscape that can augment, supplement or supplant their existing aural experiences - a
rich new design space for applications to operate within.
We posit that acoustically transparent auditory headsets could
be exploited to personally and privately enhance the TV viewing
experience for wearers - regardless of the existing TV audio output audible to others, and without requiring the use of occlusive
headphones which cut users off from the affective sounds and conversation of other viewers e.g. when watching with family in a
living room context. However, to do so we must first understand 1)
what audio (if any) from the existing TV viewing experience should
be mirrored on to these auditory headsets, and what impact this
mirroring and, its intermixing with environmental audio, has on
the perception of the TV content; 2) the acceptability and potential
utility of personal, private auditory augmentations; and 3) user attitudes toward usage of auditory headsets by ourselves and others
during TV viewing.
In a user study (n=12) we firstly explore how we can personally
enhance aural perception of the displayed video content, through
synchronous playback of select audio channels on the acoustically

Figure 1: A TV viewer wears a pair of acoustically transparent Bose Frames, hearing the intermixing of both TV and
Frames audio (shown lit, lighting was dimmed for study).
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transparent auditory headset, implicitly intermixed with the TV
audio output. We look at whether we can enhance our transportation into the video content by playing the front left/right channels
of 5.1 media (i.e. the non-speech channels) through the headset,
creating an environmental “surround sound” experience, and our
perception of dialogue by playing the front center channel (typically
utilized predominantly for speech). Secondly, we look at personal
augmentations of the underlying TV video content for which other
viewers may not wish, or need, to attend to, specifically adding
Directors Commentary e.g. when re-watching a film that others
have not yet seen, Audio Description for those with visual impairments/differing needs, and Alternate Languages in multi-lingual
settings – all without disrupting or altering the existing auditory
experience of other non-headset viewers. Finally, we reflect on the
disparate ways by which our TV viewing experiences might be additionally augmented in the future, given consumer adoption of such
wearable personal audio. The use of acoustically transparent audio headsets meaningfully improves both the perception of the TV
audio, and our ability to augment the TV experience through this
private channel. We suggest that such headsets may see significant
adoption in the future, and could be appropriated to pragmatically
personally augment the TV viewing experience in engaging and
immersive ways.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Acoustically Transparent Headwear
Personal, private audio has traditionally been enabled through
the use of headphones - circumaural (over-the-ear) speakers, allowing for the rendering of high fidelity stereo/spatialized audio
content. However, they do so at a cost, being the gatekeepers to
auditory awareness of our surrounding reality. Predominantly, such
headphones (either passively, or actively through noise cancellation technology) isolate us from our real-world acoustic surroundings, a sort of auditory cocoon [19] where external distractions
can be blocked out. Consequently, the benefits of personal, private audio have yet to be entirely transposed to shared, social settings because the delivery mechanism typically prohibits continued
speech/conversation-based social interactions and environmental
awareness during viewing. In effect, we want to be available to the
emotive, affective sounds of others, be it laughter, speech, groans
and so on, as these sounds often enhance the viewing experience.
However, breakthroughs in battery technology, sensing and
acoustics are resulting in new forms of personal audio wear which
break free of prior limitations of circumaural headphones. Acoustically transparent Auditory Headsets [31] are auditory wearables
that have the capability to, either actively or passively, intermix
both real and virtual sounds, “not caus[ing] audible modification
to the surrounding sound” [46]. Where Nomadic Radio [54] first
explored this concept through wearable directional speakers, now
we have a variety of circum- and supra-aural (on the ear) Hearables [8, 45] and Earables [25, 69] reaching consumer hands. Bone
conductance headphones led the way in this regard, however their
limited fidelity [67] inhibited uptake. More recently, passive acoustic transparency has been facilitated through wearable directional
speakers integrated into glasses frames (e.g. Bose Frames [5], Amazon Echo Frames [17], Vue [68]) or wearables (e.g. Bose SoundWear
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[4], Amazon Echo Loop [17]). And battery technology is such that
these headsets are now targeting wearable form factors such that
they will have “the capability to infiltrate our everyday lives in
ways that visually-oriented AR and VR headsets have yet to fully
accomplish, be it for reasons of cost, technological capability, or
social acceptability” [31]. Integrated Inertial Measurement Units
(IMUs) have become somewhat commonplace, with many headsets utilizing an IMU for head orientation tracking, equivalent to
3DoF consumer VR, for personal spatialized exocentric rendering
of sound.
McGill et al. [31] explored both the perception of acoustically
transparent audio headwear indoors and outdoors, and their potential usage/adoption. Regarding perception, they found that “in
select instances, participants noted that audio delivered via the
acoustically transparent frames could appear indistinguishable from
reality”, with dramatic content noted as being more “part of the
real world”. Moreover, for speech content in particular it “helped
in making speech appear more located in reality”. Regarding usage
and adoption, participants suggested that such headwear would
make them more likely to listen to ambient audio, music, immersive
spatialized and non-spatialized podcasts in particular. However, for
general media/TV usage participants were largely neutral regarding
their likelihood of usage, perhaps reflecting the lack of experience
of such a use case. In addition to uses such as in collaboration
proposed by Bauer et al. [1], McGill et al. [31] suggested that such
headsets could be effectively integrated into a variety of day-today activities, particularly in TV where they might enable “private
speech support for those with visual impairments; personal audio
for multi-view TV; or even additional immersive spatial audio effects supplementing any display with surround sound capabilities”.

2.2

Augmenting TV Audio

When discussing mixed reality augmentations of the TV content,
previous research has focused predominantly on:
• The technical challenges of enacting cross-device synchronization during TV viewing [66] (e.g. for the HbbTV platform [10, 62])
and the perception of synchronization [64, 73] pioneered by
Vinayagamoorthy et al.;
• Visually-oriented synchronous experiences across multiple devices [30, 40, 41, 66] and headsets [18];
• Visually-oriented augmentations e.g. enhancing accessibility for
TV [65, 74] and immersive content [37], altering the surrounding
environment for immersion [6], enhancing TV commercials [11],
presenting other content [11, 27, 28, 63] and other augmentations
around the display, such as rendering elements of the program in
3D, or rendering holograms of others [51];
• Augmentations delivered synchronously that are not necessarily
semantically linked to the underlying TV content. For example,
social TV [7] has repeatedly utilized synchronized TV experiences at-a-distance alongside additional audio communication
channels to allow shared, at-a-distance TV viewing e.g. Harboe et
al. [20] provided an open audio link between participants’ homes,
whilst McGill et al. [29] utilized synchronized Chromecasts with
smartphone-based audio/visual communications, as well as MR
presentations, to similar effect.

Augmenting TV Viewing using Acoustically Transparent Auditory Headsets

However, visually-oriented TV augmentations, primarily those
reliant on AR headsets, have some caveats which suggest that we are
as-yet some way from practical deployment and adoption. Visual
consumer AR is currently costly, predominantly cumbersome (with
some exceptions such as the NReal headset [42]) and of low-fidelity
(e.g. in terms of field of view); the “fear of missing out” can be
induced in non-AR equipped others in a shared setting [51]; and the
very presence of visual AR arguably puts into question the necessity
of the TV given content can be rendered virtually instead (although
persuasive arguments can be made here regarding the superior
luminosity and density of the TV, lower fatigue in attending to a
physical display etc.).
Conversely, if we consider audio alone, there is a breadth of
common aural augmentations that might be more practically facilitated in shared viewing environments through consumer acoustically transparent auditory headsets. The aural presentation is often
recorded as a 5.1 mix, meaning there are 5 audio channels utilised
to provide a spatialised audio experience [50] of the TV content:
Front Center (FC), Front Left/Right (FL/FR), and Back Left/Right
(BL/BR). In an idealised setup with 5 configured speakers (or appropriated devices as speakers [21]), the viewer in the sweet spot of the
configuration will perceive the prescribed spatial audio experience.
However, typically this audio will be downmixed to 2.1 and rendered on a soundbar or TV, with much of this spatial information
lost in the process. A case could be made that this spatial sound
could be individually personally rendered if the viewer is wearing
an acoustically transparent auditory headset, providing a degree
of spatial immersion whilst still allowing for social interactions, as
well as enabling clear speech through the inverse of background
ducking [60].
Layered on top of this audio mix are augmentations which semantically modify or re-present the auditory stream, optionally
presented Voice-over-Voice with the intention of masking/replacing
the existing information being conveyed [58, 60]. Audio Description [15, 44, 49] has become a commonly supported feature for
assisting those with visual impairments, having been provided by
the BBC for example since 2000, verbalising “changes of location,
actions, facial expressions, gestures and so on [to] give the context and set the scene” [2]. Directors Commentary and other
such “commentary” tracks (e.g. [47]) have also become increasingly
popular and available, geared particularly toward repeat viewings
of movies, providing new insights and information, or simply enhancing the entertainment value through new perspectives. And
Alternate Language tracks have been commonplace since the advent of the DVD, allowing for dubbed viewing in the language of the
viewer’s choosing. Any of these such additions could be auralized
per-person, if said viewer is wearing an Auditory Headset, without necessitating that the TV experience be altered (e.g. through
subtitles or audio description) unnecessarily for other viewers. As
Torcoli et al. concluded “only the personalization offered by objectbase audio technologies” can meet the aural preferences of viewers
[60], however delivery of this personalized audio remains an open
question.
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STUDY: AUGMENTING TV AUDIO

Given video content playing on a TV with audio output on the TV
speakers, and one or more viewers wearing acoustically transparent
headsets, this leads us to envision scenarios where the TV audio
could be augmented/intermixed with personal, private synchronized audio:
Mirrored Listening You privately listen to the 5.1 mix of the content downmixed to stereo for your headset. This provides you
with a personal, optimally spatialised audio experience, regardless
of where you are seated in the room and regardless of the speaker
configuration of the TV.
Enhanced Presence You privately listen to the left/right channels
of the 5.1 mix. This gives you a spatialised sense of presence and
atmosphere, as these channels are typically dedicated to environmental sounds and soundtracks.
Enhancing Dialogue You privately listen to the speech [43] or
center channel from a 5.1 mix, giving you the ability to control
the speech/dialogue volume independent of the TV speaker(s)
volume, resolving arguments over volume.
(Re-)Watching Movies A friend notes they have never seen The
Shawshank Redemption. You offer to watch it with them, despite
having already seen it multiple times. This time, however, you
listen to the Directors Commentary, piped directly to you via
your Auditory Headset, without unduly interrupting your friend’s
experience.
Visual Impairments You privately enable Audio Description, allowing you to better attend to events without altering their experience of the content.
Language Barriers You sit down to watch Amélie with a French
friend. Not wanting to disrupt their experience, you privately
listen to the dubbed English version that overlays the French
version and eliminates the need for subtitles.
Such scenarios are now eminently feasible, and emphasize the potential for acoustically transparent headsets in facilitating private
synchronized auditory augmentations of the TV content, intermixed with both the background audio from the TV, and other
real-world audio such as conversation with others. However, the
impact of these intermixed audio streams on the perception of the
content is not yet understood. Moreover, we can say nothing regarding the potential adoption and usage of such features, in particular
considering the social acceptability of use in shared viewing scenarios. Consequently, this study examines the usage of personal,
wearable acoustically transparent audio for augmenting TV content,
to try to understand where the clear strengths of such a combination lie, where potential impediments to adoption and usage might
arise.

3.1

Prototype Implementation

Our requirements were to play video content back, and selectively
output synchronized audio to both the TV and the Bose Frames. For
video playback, the experience was built in the Unity gaming engine
[61]/C#, which gave us per-frame control of the video. For audio
playback, we utilized the NAudio library [36], which allows audio
content to be selectively played back on different audio devices
in Windows. Playback of both streams was started concurrently,
and then an offset (manually determined prior to the study by
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manipulating the delay in samples until audio on the Frames and
TV appeared to converge) was applied to account for differences
in end-to-end latency when playing audio back on the TV and
the Frames. The Frames were hard wired to the PC to minimize
variance in latency (e.g. due to Bluetooth) and connected using
the USB debugging feature of the Bose AR SDK [34]. The result of
this was that audio and video playback was highly synchronized
i.e. when listened to side by side, the audio streams appeared to
converge into one source.

3.2

Experimental Design

Based on our literature review, we had three Research Questions
(RQs):
RQ1 What channels, if any, should be mirrored on the auditory
headset during standard TV viewing to potentially enhance the
auditory experience of typical TV content?
RQ2 To what extent can personal speech augmentations (e.g. directors commentary, alternate languages, audio description) be
discerned over the existing TV speaker output?
RQ3 How likely might users be to use features such as mirrored
audio or personal speech augmentations in a shared TV viewing
context?
To answer these, we proposed a Study in two parts. Note that for
all parts, TV clips were played for 120 seconds with the standard
TV audio track playing throughout on the TV speakers, with participants answering questionnaires after each clip. The apparatus
throughout was the same, as described in the implementation, and
both parts were completed in the same session within-subjects. The
study took place in a controlled lab environment, with 12 participants recruited (age 27.3±6.5, 7 male, 5 female, 8 non-native English
speakers) from University mailing lists, each paid £8 for taking part.
The study was approved by our University ethics committee.
3.2.1 Part 1 - Perception of Mirrored Audio. Firstly, we would examine RQ1, iterating through the potential permutations of TV and
auditory headset (hereafter referred to as Frames for brevity) audio,
with four conditions defined:
TV Only The TV only plays the full 5.1 mix, downmixed to stereo.
This is the control condition, representative of existing viewing
with a standard TV.
TV + Frames FLR As “TV Only”, with the front left/right channels also duplicated in stereo on the Frames.
TV + Frames FC As “TV Only”, with the front center channel
duplicated in mono on the Frames.
Mirrored As “TV Only”, with the 5.1 channels downmixed to
stereo and duplicated on the Frames.
Note that we omit hypothetical conditions such as listening to
the Frames only, as we are targeting shared, mixed use scenarios
where not everyone may have personal, private audio, necessitating the TV always provide a full audio stream from its speakers.
These conditions allowed us to compare a control condition (TV
Only) against mirroring the FLR channels (hypothesized to be more
immersive), the FC channel (hypothesized to make it easier to attend to speech dialogue) and the full 5.1 mix (both immersive and
easier to attend to dialogue). Participants would experience these
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conditions for three different media types, chosen as they exhibited
quite different auditory experiences:
Sport A 5.1 clip from Formula 1. The LR channels here present
spatial audio of the cars.
Film A 5.1 clip from “Avengers: Endgame”. The LR channels here
present sounds of burning and other atmospheric effects, as well
as elements of the soundtrack.
Documentary A 5.1 clip from “Seven Worlds, One Planet”. The LR
channels here present sounds of nature, the footsteps of animals
etc.
For each clip, channels were extracted using ffmpeg [35] to separate mp3s: for FC using -af "pan=mono|c0=FC", for FLR using -af
"pan=stereo|c0=FL|c1=FR" and for full using -vn -ac 2. Order
of the clips was counter-balanced, with condition order counterbalanced per-user, but shared across the three media types. After
each combination of Condition and Media, participants answered
7-point Likert-type questions regarding:
Dialogue: “It was easy to pay attention to the speech/dialogue”
Enjoyment: “I enjoyed listening to the audio using the given headwear”
Clarity: “The audio was clear and of good quality”
Spatial Realism: From Begault [3], “Please rate the realism of
the spatial reproduction / your sensation of sounds coming from
different directions.”
Transportation: The 5 questions from the transportation subscale
of the Film IEQ [48].
Synchronization: “The TV audio was well synchronized with the
Frames audio” (mirrored audio conditions only).
For these results, a repeated measures two-way anovaBF on
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 was performed using the BayesFactor package
[38] following [39], with Bayes Factors reported, see [23] for interpretation. Bayes Factors between 3 to 20 constitute weak evidence
between levels of the independent variables; 20+ constitutes strong
evidence, a conservative interpretation [24]. All plots show 95%
confidence intervals (red error bars) in line with [9]. Participants
were also asked to rank the conditions in order of preference for
each media type at the end of Part 1.
3.2.2 Part 2 - Perception of Speech Augmentations. Users trialled
the following augmentations in turn, selected as they the following
audio tracks optionally available:
Audio Description A clip from “The Art of Scandinavia”
Directors Commentary A clip from “Thor: Ragnarok” narrated
by Director Taika Waititi
Alternate Language A clip from “Alien”, presented in French on
the TV, and English on the Frames.
The additional audio channels were extracted using ffmpeg to
separate mp3s as previously discussed. For each clip, participants
were asked Likert-type questions (Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree) regarding:
Dialogue “It was easy to pay attention to the speech/dialogue”
Synchronization “The TV audio was well synchronized with the
Frames audio”
3.2.3 End Survey. At the end of the study, participants then answered Likert-type questions for each audio scenario across the
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Bayes Factor

two parts, as well as an additional scenario regarding listening to
non-TV content (e.g. podcasts/other unrelated media) regarding:
Acceptability How acceptable you would find it for those wearing
Frames to privately augment their experience in this way, if others
did not have this capaiblity?
Likelihood How likely would you be to use Frames to listen in
this way?
Conversation How easy do you think it would be to hold a conversation with others and hear their responses?
Semi structured interviews were also conducted, regarding preferences and other anticipated uses of acoustically transparent audio
during TV viewing.

Measure

Media Type

Condition

Interaction

Spatial Realism
Clarity
Distinguishable
Dialogue
Enjoyment
Transportation
Rank

0.09
0.22
0.09
0.12
0.23
0.19
0.07

>100
>100
4.36
>100
>100
>100
>100

0.12
0.07
0.08
0.06
0.17
0.20
0.39

Table 1: Bayes Factors for Part 1. Green indicates a 𝐵𝐹 10 > 20
(strong evidence of effect). All questions were on a 7-point
scale (0 to 6) apart from the Film IEQ Transportation factor,
which was a sum score of five 7-point scales.

Documentary

4 RESULTS
4.1 Perception of Mirrored Audio
As can be seen in Table 1 there was predominantly strong evidence
regarding the effect of Condition, with evidence to the contrary for
Media Type and the Media Type * Condition interaction. In Figure 2,
the effect of Condition across our measures was evident predominantly in the difference between TV Only (and less frequently TV +
Frames FLR) and the other Conditions. Regarding spatial realism
we can see that the TV Only condition, perhaps unsurprisingly,
performed poorly, with the stereo speaker output of the TV failing
to spatialise audio compared to the stereo headset. For sound quality, results reflect both the perception of better quality sound from
the Frames, and also (given the similarity to attending to dialogue,
and findings to be discussed from our interviews) that, despite
the acoustic transparency, the audio of the FLR channels impaired
hearing dialogue originating from the TV. It is also clear that the
use of the Frames significantly improved the viewing experience,
reflected best in the user rankings. Synchronization was largely
rated positively (see Figure 3).
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TV + Frames Mirrored

●
●
●

Strongly
Agree

Movie
TV + Frames FLR
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TV + Frames Mirrored
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●
●
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100%

Figure 3: Responses to “The TV audio was well synchronized
with the Frames audio”

Given our implementation, we are uncertain what caused the
occasional ratings of poor synchronization - potentially glitches
in the playback software, but given the responses predominantly
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Figure 2: Responses to (in order): Spatial realism “Please rate the realism of the spatial reproduction / your sensation of sounds
coming from different directions”; Clarity/Quality “The audio was clear/of good quality”; Attention to Dialogue “It was easy
to pay attention to the speech/dialogue”; Enjoyment “I enjoyed the media experience”; Rank Preferences.
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Documentary
TV Only
TV + Frames FLR
TV + Frames FC
TV + Frames Mirrored

●
●
●
●

Movie
TV Only
TV + Frames FLR
TV + Frames FC
TV + Frames Mirrored

●

TV Only
TV + Frames FLR
TV + Frames FC
TV + Frames Mirrored

●

●
●
●

Sport
●
●
●

Low

High

Figure 4: Score for the Film IEQ “Transportation” subscale
using a Violin plots [22], displaying a rotated kernel density
plot on either side of a box plot. Kernel density plots are “a
variation of a Histogram that uses kernel smoothing to plot
values, allowing for smoother distributions by smoothing
out the noise. The peaks of a Density Plot help display where
values are concentrated over the interval” [59], allowing for
density estimation.

the TV experience - with the debatable exception of the Director’s
Commentary, which in interviews was suggested as semantically
changing the content, and thus undermining the shared viewing
experience. Listening to non-TV content in a shared viewing environment was however broadly unacceptable.
Regarding the likelihood of personal usage, Directors Commentary and Audio Description saw less positive responses, for the
former reflecting the lack of need (none of our participants were
visually impaired) and for the latter reflecting the perceived acceptability. Non-TV content was rated as particularly unacceptable,
suggesting an interesting tension if such headsets do see everyday
adoption and use in the near future. Finally, regarding the ability
to converse with others, the spatial environment and music sound
was rated highly, with participants split for Language Change and
Audio Description. Use for Louder Dialogue, Directors Commentary, and Mirrored Audio had users being more negative however given their prior exposure to intermixed listening of the TV and
Frames audio, as more of the audio mix is added to the headset
participants perceive that their ability to hear external sound is
diminished.

Audio Description

change with the FLR audio, this suggests that perhaps these environmental effects and music tracks are more difficult to relate
to the content if they obscure the dialogue. Finally, the Film IEQ
Transportation subscale results (see Figure 4) suggest that the
more of the audio mix is added to the Frames, the more real the
experience was perceived.

4.2

Perception of Speech Augmentations

Participants broadly found that the additional speech augmentations appeared well in-sync with the TV audio, and were able to
attend to the additional speech over the TV content (see Figure 5).

Usage by Others
Personal Usage
Conversation
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Figure 5: Responses to “It was easy to pay attention to the
speech/dialogue” and “The TV audio was well synchronized
with the Frames audio” for the speech augmentations.

4.3

Usage by Others
Personal Usage
Conversation

Acceptability and Adoption

Examining the audio features we have tested regarding the acceptability of use by others in a shared viewing setting, the likelihood
of personal usage, and the compatibility with conversation (see
Figure 6), we see that firstly regarding acceptability there were
no major impediments to adoption if the audio was augmenting

Usage by Others
Personal Usage
Conversation

●
●
●

0%

25%

Not Acceptable /
Not Likely /
Very Hard

50%

Neutral

75%

100%
Completely
Acceptable /
Very Likely /
Very Easy

Figure 6: Responses to “how acceptable you would find it
for those wearing Frames to privately augment their experience”, “how likely would you be to use them to listen to...?”
and “how easy would you think it would be to hold a conversation with others and hear their responses?” across the
listening scenarios tested in the paper, and also for non-TV
content (e.g. podcasts) for the first two questions.
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4.4

Interviews

Semi-structured interviews were conducted at the end, regarding
listening preferences across media types, the social acceptability of
augmenting the TV audio, and potential use of the frames in other
media-oriented scenarios (e.g. when mobile). Interviews were coded
with Initial Coding using QCAmap [26], then grouped and sorted
based on frequency and interest (see [53]), with representative
excerpts quoted.
4.4.1 Acceptability of Private Augmentations. Participants were
broadly in favour of private auditory augmentations of the TV
content. For alternate languages, five participants noted how it
might better facilitate enjoyable shared movie experiences:
P4: I really like to watch movies in English and I my family doesn’t
understand English. So it would be, like, awesome, to watch it in
English and they watch it with me but in a different language.
P6: A lot people find subtitles quite tiring reading like, for example,
a film that’s 2 or 3 hours... [this] makes such a huge difference.
P8: If I have friends over that speak don’t speak English as well
as I do, it’s quite nice to know that they can listen in their most
comfortable language.
For directors commentary, interview feedback was more muted,
with only 2 participants expressing a strong preference for this as
a feature “where if you were watching a movie that you had seen
before and wanted your friends to watch it with you, then you
could enjoy it to a different level” (P3), with two participants noting
that such content might lead to a breakdown of the shared viewing
experience, feeling “less communal... I’d feel it was a bit rude” (P10).
The response to audio description largely centered around the
mutual benefit to those that required AD being able to privately
listen without unduly altering the shared viewing experience, noted
by seven participants e.g. “I wouldn’t mind, but I would prefer when
I would not hear it” (P4), “if it’s purely because of their impairment,
I wouldn’t need to listen to it, if it will deliver the same experience,
I wouldn’t want to [hear it]” (P5). However, the delivery of AD
on the Frames without the mirrored audio of the TV content was
noted to be jarring to two participants, as the AD voice would
unpredictably be heard through the Frames, with one participant
“feel[ing] uneasy, like when this was going to show up again” (P9).
4.4.2 Intermixing TV and Frames Audio. Participants were nearuniversally in favour of using the Frames for some form of synchronous audio delivery for the TV content:
P4: I was sitting here and it felt like I was in the cinema, and the
sounds around me coming from different directions.
P6: I would love to get a set of those glasses. I thought the whole
experience was incredible.
P8: I could definitely see myself watching it in the living room,
watching a television like with this.
P10: It kind of had a headphones feeling... so you had the audio
quality of headphones where you heard stuff better and it was
next to your ears, but it was kind of fuller... it wasn’t as restrictive
as wearing headphones.
However, it must be noted that the TV audio quality was perceived by three participants as being poor in comparison. The
reasons for these preferences lay in the combination of enhanced
perception of speech, greater feelings of immersion in the content,
and the contrast in the perceived audio quality of the TV versus
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the Frames. They enhanced immersion and perception of spatial
audio for 9 participants:
P1: For the sport, it was interesting because when you have the
sound of the commentators through the Frames I felt like they
were sitting with me on the couch... when I have the engine sound
in my brain, I felt more like, you know, I was in the audience
around the track.
P3: I felt a lot more immersed and I really enjoyed noticing sound
effects and especially music in the movie, I wouldn’t have heard
some of those like smaller details at all if it had just come from
the TV.
P4: It was the best, it was like being in the cinema, I could hear
the movement from one ear to the other
P6: You heard amazing sounds like the footsteps of the kind of
ostrich emu thing [in the documentary]
P12: The sound became more real when wearing [the] glasses...
because they can simulate the sound from different directions.
Moreover, the intermixing of the TV audio and the FLR channels
on the Frames lead to enhanced sensations of presence specifically
for the Sport content for 3 participants:
P3: I actually preferred it when the dialogue wasn’t through the
[Frames]... It felt a lot more immersive because it almost felt like
I was actually in the stadium because the dialogue would have
been distant, if you heard it through speakers or something, and
I felt like the calls were coming more towards me... which I really
enjoyed.
P6: When you could hear the track sounds it was good, you felt
like you were there.
P10: It actually made the commentary initially hard to hear, but
it almost made me feel like I was out in the grandstands listening
to the sounds of the cars first and then some some piped in commentary from like a tannoy or something. And in that scenario it
made the the cars and track feel way more real... Even though it
was a bit less clear, it was way more immersive.
However, the intermixing also emphasized that acoustic transparency also depends on the respective volumes of the TV and
Frames content, and that as a consequence dialogue could be harder
to hear with the TV + Frames FLR combination for 6 participants:
P3: [I] found it quite hard to follow the dialogue when it was on
the TV and the sound effects were happening
P6: But the worst was it was not TV, it was the front/left right
channels, because environmental effects meant you didn’t really
hear David Attenborough’s commentary because you heard amazing sounds like the footsteps of the kind of ostrich emu thing.
But if you don’t have Attenboroughs commentary, it’s kind of
worthless.
P10: Even though I’m theoretically sitting next to characters [in
the movie], I actually can’t hear them over this magical music
that’s playing in my ears, it’s like you’re a crazy person in the
universe or something.
One participant offered that this was in-part because the LR
channels combined both diegetic environmental effects and music,
which led to an overpowering mix of audio, and that our replication
of select 5.1 channels did not take into account the suitability of
presenting non-diegetic (e.g. commentary, music) and diegetic (e.g.
dialogue, environmental effects) audio:
P10: So the thing that I should be hearing on the glasses in my
mind is the thing that would be around me. So in F1, for example, I
would be hearing the sound of the car engines. So it didn’t bother
me when those were kind of going over the commentators, that
felt more immersive. But in the documentary and the film, when
the effects are all around you... there’s loads of music and the
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music doesn’t feel realistic.... And you can’t hear what the people
who are theoretically right next to you in the film are saying.
Finally, mirroring the audio was seen as preferable, evidenced
by the previous rankings, as it both provided spatialised audio and
enhanced dialogue:
P5: It was louder and louder and maybe helped me to focus on
the movie. I could hear it more clearly, so I understood it better.
P8: I felt like the dialogue, having the enhanced dialogue could
be quite good. If, for example, there’s not good volume on the
television.

4.5

Limitations

There are some caveats to this study that temper interpretation of
our findings to be considered.
4.5.1 Headphones. Some of the use cases here could have previously been enabled with standard occlusive headphones, and indeed
some of the findings (e.g. regarding spatialization) may likely be
enhanced by the higher fidelity audio of such headphones. However,
we re-affirm that this is a new, and different, proposition to prior
headphone usage. If viewing TV content with others, headphones
are not a viable means of listening, being occlusive to the sounds of
reality, inhibiting our ability to interact with others and be aware of
our environment. Acoustically transparent audio offers enhanced,
personal audio whilst still maintaining this connection to reality.
4.5.2 Fidelity. The point of comparison (a standard low-end consumer TV) is not representative of the gamut of TV audio experiences. Had we tested against a TV with a Dolby Atmos sound
system for example, our findings regarding enjoyment, realism
etc. may well have been significantly different. However, such a
standard TV audio setup is representative of what is available in
the homes of many consumers, with consumers predominantly
relying on the in-built TV audio or soundbars which will struggle
to recreate spatial experiences [70]. Further study would however
be beneficial here. Moreover, even the most sophisticated consumer
sound system cannot deliver per-person audio - devices such as the
Frames enable us to personalize the audio based on impairment,
need or preference.
4.5.3 Intermixing. If such auditory headsets see mass adoption, we
may find that the TV audio may not even be necessary, if everyone
in the room is wearing such headsets. However, we reasoned that
this possibility is far off, choosing to examine the practical impact
in mixed viewing settings.
4.5.4 Effect on media type. Our analysis by media type is cautious
at best, primarily because whilst we do have documentary, film and
sport content, the genres of content themselves are not entirely
encapsulated by what we selected (e.g. an action movie versus a
horror movie).
4.5.5 Ecological validity. Participants were in a dimmed lab environment rather than a home/living-room context, watching an
unfamiliar TV whilst wearing a wired auditory headset for a short
duration, and this will have undoubtedly affected both their comfort,
and the acoustics/immersion of the experience.
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4.5.6 Collocated use. Whilst this paper is geared toward the shared
viewing experience, we did not evaluate the perception of these
audio experiences with groups of viewers. This was a deliberate
choice - whilst we do wish to follow-up with intimacy groups of
viewers, introducing the social element diminishes our control over
the perception of the audio, and we prioritised better understanding
the impact of intermixing personal and public audio.

5

DISCUSSION

From this study, it is clear that the use of acoustically transparent
audio headsets meaningfully improves both the perception of the
TV audio, and our ability to augment the TV experience through
this private channel.
RQ1: The TV content was more immersive and more enjoyable when using the Bose Frames to deliver synchronized audio,
with users for the most part preferring that the TV audio be completely mirrored on the Frames. There were some exceptions where
the intermixing of TV and Frame audio led to more immersive
experiences, specifically with respect to the delivery of sports commentary, where the Frames being used for environmental sounds
led to a feeling of “being in the grandstand”. However for the most
part the Frames were preferred as a means to amplify the dialogue
and enhance the perception of spatial sounds.
RQ2: For augmentations, those that did not meaningfully change
the semantics of the content were broadly favoured and accepted
(e.g. audio description, alternate languages) and easily discerned
over the TV audio, indeed being broadly praised for their ability to
bring viewers together in contexts where barriers (visual impairments, languages) might have previously made viewing together
more difficult, or led to a diminished experience for some.
RQ3: Our findings suggest that if wearable, personal, acoustically transparent audio is to see meaningful adoption by consumers,
this private channel can be readily exploited to the benefit of shared
viewing experiences, with the majority of features tested likely to
see usage according to our participants. Where augmentations
meaningfully altered the semantics of the experience (directors
commentary), there was a fear amongst some participants that
this would lead to a more disconnected viewing experience - however, some participants were openly enthused with the prospect of
making repeat viewings of films more palatable in contexts where
others may not have previously seen the given content.

5.1

The Benefits of Auditory Headsets for TV

Acoustically transparent headsets offer viewers the possibility to
remain connected to their aural environment, whilst personally
and selectively altering the perception of the TV audio content.
The reasons behind these augmentations can vary, but we see key
benefits in terms of:
• Added spatial realism and immersion, providing a better
quality of audio than may be available from the TV
• Giving users personal control over volume and other aspects of the audio mix, such as emphasising the speech content, particularly beneficial for some of the non-native English speakers in our study
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• Supporting accessibility and language comprehension
for select individuals, without unduly altering the TV experience (e.g. through audio description or subtitling in other
languages) for all viewers
• Providing ways of making repeat viewings more engaging, without impacting others’ initial experience of the content (albeit at a potential cost in terms of having the same
shared experience across the group).

5.2

Open Questions and Future Work

There are, however, significant questions and challenges to be addressed for such a system to become a consumer reality:
5.2.1 How to enable production and delivery of personal TV audio? Logistically, synchronizing personal audio with the TV audio
output is problematic, but solvable, as evidenced by prior work
by Vinayagamoorthy et al. [66] in particular. However different
devices may have different end-to-end latencies to be accounted
for. More generally, our efforts in this paper were limited to using
available broadcast content, utilizing center channel mixes that
were not clean with respect to dialogue. However, there is a push
in production toward the adoption of “Clean” [33, 55] object-based
audio [56] (e.g. using MPEG-H [57] or Dolby Atmos [32]), and research is being carried out examining how best to give users control
over their personal mix e.g. for accessibility [71]. There are a multitude of questions here e.g. should diegetic/non-diegetic speech
be spatialized [72], and should this prioritise immersion versus
comprehension? Auditory headsets offer an ideal mechanism for
spatialized personalization – but they also introduce new issues
in determining the correct headset mix set against the existing TV
audio output (if present) in a shared viewing setting, as well as
the potential for headset-based ducking to allow viewers to attend
to events in the real-world environment e.g. the speech of other
viewers.
5.2.2 When is acoustic transparency actually acoustically transparent? Despite the physical properties of the Bose Frames, perception
of reality appears at least in-part contingent on the volume of reality against the volume of content being emitted by the headset (i.e.
the headset audio energetically masking [58] the TV and environment audio), evidenced by the at-times occlusive nature of some
of the FLR presentations in this paper. To exploit intermixing, and
better facilitate use in social settings, research is needed to model
the thresholds upon which an acoustically transparent headset in
effect begins to significantly occlude the sounds of reality, and what
interventions we might provide to overcome this e.g. using in-built
directional microphones to incorporate a degree of active acoustic transparency, or automatically varying the headset volume to
enhance perception of reality.
5.2.3 How might we exploit the personal, private audio channel?
As McGill et al. previously noted [31], these auditory headsets are
in-effect Mixed Reality displays, and often come complete with
head orientation tracking. Consequently, whilst our use cases were
largely functional, arguably the underlying technology is capable
of facilitating far more creative uses of this private audio channel to
augment our viewing experiences. For example, a murder mystery
programme might deliver separate hints and clues to individuals
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in the room. Or a horror movie might deliver different exocentric
spatial effects to different people, enhancing their fear or introducing an element of unpredictability in repeat viewings. In-situ
studies might reveal other benefits - we might imagine that a trip
to the kitchen during a live sports even would be less problematic
if the user can still hear the audio of the commentary clearly as
they walk around their home. Other experiences might benefit too,
from a private channel for personal feedback or communications
in split-screen gaming, to spatializing the voices of distant others
in at-a-distance co-viewing experiences [29].
5.2.4 What happens when everyone has wearable audio? If the TV
audio output is no longer strictly necessary, then the TV itself
becomes an additional audio output to be readily exploited. Perhaps the TV might only output the environmental sounds, or at
a lower volume, allowing collocated individuals to still share in
the experience of co-viewing without actively attending to it. If
viewers have a shared spatial audio space, we might imagine more
engaging experiences being designed to take advantage of this,
appropriating the TV speakers much as with the BBC Vostok-K experience [12–14, 21]. Even prior work regarding active multi-view
displays [27, 28] could be re-assessed, given we can now deliver
both personal private visuals and audio.

6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has explored how acoustically transparent audio headsets could be used to selectively enhance or augment an individuals
auditory experience of TV whilst retaining an auditory connection
to reality. We examined the impact of synchronously mirroring
select audio channels from the 5.1 mix (dialogue, environmental
sounds, and the full mix) onto the audio headset, finding that auditory headsets enabled better spatialization and more immersive,
enjoyable viewing, with the intermixing of TV and headset audio
creating unique listening experiences. We also explored augmenting
TV viewing with additional speech content, namely Audio Description, Directors Commentary, and Alternate Language, finding such
augmentations as both broadly acceptable and offering new ways
to (re)watch content with others, whilst potentially diminishing
barriers to co-viewing such as visual impairments and language
comprehension. Compared to visually-oriented AR, such auditory
headsets offer an affordable and feasible route toward augmenting
reality, enabling practical and immersive private augmentations
of TV content, and are thus well suited to being used in shared
viewing contexts such as the living room.
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